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IVANO FRACENA, TN, ITALIA, June 8,
2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- How many
times did you need to find a particular
recipe? Then you couldn't come out with
anything, just because you don't like an
ingredient or you are allergic to
something, let's say you are simply
following a diet. https://todo.recipes/ has
the solution, a powerful search food
engine that provides every sort of
customization.

https://todo.recipes/ provides recipe
search filtered by ingredients, so for
example you can search all recipes that
contain only "bananas" and "apples", or
you can search the recipes that don't
contain "onions". Even more you can
compute a filter based on the percentage
of presence of an ingredient, let's say we
want a recipe with: 25% bananas, 25%
apples and 50% pears. Anything that you
can immagine to do with ingredients just
do a rapid search on todo.recipes.

Another interesting feature is the filter by
nutrients: limiting the calories in a recipe,
remove the sugar or cholesterol, raise at
maximum the minerals(magnesium,
calcium, iron, etc. ). A very interesting
feature for nutritionists and people trying
to control their diet.

And last but not least are the diets. To
combine all those filters simply select a
diet you prefer and you are done,
todo.recipes will search among the
indexed blogs and websites for recipes,
showing you only the best results.
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